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The ability to switch between multiple tasks is central to flexible
behavior. Although switching between tasks is readily accomplished, a well established consequence of task switching (TS) is
behavioral slowing. The source of this switch cost and the contribution of cognitive control to its resolution remain highly controversial. Here, we tested whether proactive interference arising
from memory places fundamental constraints on flexible performance, and whether prefrontal control processes contribute to
overcoming these constraints. Event-related functional MRI indexed neural responses during TS. The contributions of cognitive
control and interference were made theoretically explicit in a
computational model of task performance. Model estimates of two
levels of proactive interference, ‘‘conceptual conflict’’ and ‘‘response conflict,’’ produced distinct preparation-related profiles.
Left ventrolateral prefrontal cortical activation paralleled model
estimates of conceptual conflict, dissociating from that in left
inferior parietal cortex, which paralleled model estimates of response conflict. These computationally informed neural measures
specify retrieved conceptual representations as a source of conflict
during TS and suggest that left ventrolateral prefrontal cortex
resolves this conflict to facilitate flexible performance.
cognitive control 兩 executive function 兩 memory 兩 prefrontal cortex 兩
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T

he course of modern life is often interrupted by demands that
do not await our disposition but must be addressed immediately. The ability to reconfigure our cognitive system to meet
shifting task demands is evident and remarkable. A fundamental
problem in the study of cognitive control is specification of the
psychological and neural processes by which we achieve this flexibility and successfully switch tasks. Task switching (TS) is studied
by comparing episodes in which subjects switch between two simple
tasks to those in which they repeat the same task (1–5). In such
comparisons, TS incurs slowing in response time (RT), termed a
switch cost. As a window onto the mechanisms of flexible performance, considerable attention has focused on characterizing the
source of the switch cost, although extant data have generated
controversy rather than resolution (2, 4).
Two classes of theory have framed the debate over TS costs.
Reconfiguration theories posit time-consuming intentional control processes that initiate reconfiguration of the task set independent of the presentation of a target stimulus (6). From this
perspective, the switch cost reflects the time consumed by these
control processes, and their progress during a preparation
interval yields preparation-related reductions in the switch cost.
Alternatively, interference theories propose that switch costs are
substantially or wholly attributable to conflict arising from
memory due to the recent performance of a different task (2, 7,
8). From one such perspective, performance of a given task
primes associations among available cues and task representations (2, 9, 10). Subsequent encounter with these cues in the
context of a new task results in facilitated retrieval of the primed
but irrelevant information. This proactive interference compromises retrieval of relevant information.
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Consideration of the relation between TS and the neural mechanisms of retrieval and interference resolution in memory may bear
on these theories, because a central component of both the reconfiguration and interference accounts is the activation of a task set
from memory (2, 3, 9, 11). Outside the context of TS, ventrolateral
prefrontal cortex (VLPFC) has been associated with the retrieval
and selection of task-relevant representations (12–15). In particular, left mid-VLPFC (⬇BA 45; inferior frontal gyrus pars triangularis) has been associated with resolution of proactive interference
(15, 16) and with overcoming interference during semantic and
episodic retrieval (13, 14, 17). Within the context of TS, simple
comparisons of switch vs. repeat conditions have revealed a frontoparietal network including VLPFC, in addition to supplementary
motor area (SMA) and inferior兾superior parietal cortices (18–25).§
Importantly, the switch-related activation in VLPFC has been
modulated in experiments that test both reconfiguration and interference theories of TS (20, 26, 27). We posit that these initial
findings, although potentially contradictory, when considered in
the context of the broader literature on left VLPFC function, motivate
the hypothesis that VLPFC is engaged to overcome interference
between competing mnemonic representations retrieved during TS.
Here, we sought to test this hypothesis directly. To provide an
explicit theoretical context, a computational model, termed control
of associative memory during TS (CAM-TS), was evaluated based
on behavioral data (Experiment 1). Indices of two forms of
proactive interference, among concepts and responses, were derived from the model, providing quantitative predictions for functional MRI (fMRI) measures (Experiment 2). In Experiment 2, we
used fMRI to assess the changes in neural switch effects due to
preparation time. Anticipating the results, this manipulation dissociated the pattern of activation in mid-VLPFC from other
switch-related regions and related this activation directly to the
quantitative predictions of conceptual conflict from CAM-TS.
Results
Experiment 1: Preparation Effects on Behavioral Switch Costs. Exper-

iment 1 characterized the change in RT switch cost due to preparation time, independent of transient decay effects (7, 28), thus
providing data on which to evaluate CAM-TS (Fig. 1A). On each
trial, subjects were cued as to which task (vowel兾consonant or
odd兾even judgment) was to be performed with the next required
target (a letter兾digit pair). Half of the trials required a TS, and half
required a repeat. Preparedness was manipulated by varying the
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Fig. 1. Schematic depicting events during Experiments 1 and 2. (A) During
Experiment 1, the pretarget portion of the trial began with a variable RCI, over
which only passive decay could occur, followed by a task cue (LETTER or
NUMBER), and then a CSI during which active preparation could also occur.
Then a number–letter target was presented until the subject made their
response. (B) In Experiment 2, task events consisted of a task cue, a CSI, and a
target. Task events were grouped into sets of an initial event (T-1), during
which experimental variables were held constant, and a second event (T-2),
during which the experimental factors were manipulated. For fMRI analysis,
each set was coded as an epoch starting at the onset of the T-1 cue; these
epochs could be readily compared because, across the T-2 experimental
conditions, the epoch history was identical up to presentation of the T-2 cue.

cue-to-stimulus interval (CSI) from 250 to 1,150 ms. Time from the
previous response until cue presentation (RCI) also varied from 50
to 950 ms, decoupling decay from preparation time. Response
repetition (RR) interference was manipulated across all CSI兾RCI
combinations, as repetition of the same manual response [response
same (RS)] across a TS increases RT switch costs relative to a
different response [response different (RD)] (6, 29).
TS resulted in RT slowing [Fig. 2; F(1,23) ⫽ 30.6, P ⬍ 0.0001],
with the switch cost being greater on RS than RD trials [TS ⫻ RR:
F(1,23) ⫽ 29.9, P ⬍ 0.0001]. Switch costs declined with CSI [Fig. 2B;
F(3,69) ⫽ 5.4, P ⬍ 0.005] and did not interact with RCI [F(9,207) ⫽

CAM-TS. Model overview. CAM-TS is designed to model TS during
the explicit cueing task based on associative memory theories of TS,
such as task-set priming (2) (for additional model details, see
supporting information, which is published on the PNAS web site).
As such, other factors, such as short-term transient carryover or a
time-consuming reconfiguration process, are not directly modeled.
Excluding short-term carryover from the model should not be
interpreted as a strong theoretical position but rather reflects the
goal of restricting the possible factors that contribute to model
predictions. The critical assumptions captured by CAM-TS are (i)
experience strengthens associations among representations coactive during performance of a given task, and (ii) after a TS, these
associations facilitate retrieval of competing task-irrelevant information to produce interference and a behavioral switch cost. It is
a further goal of CAM-TS to be explicit about the contribution of
control in resolving interference arising during TS.
CAM-TS consists of three layers, associated through reciprocal
connections, representing the task (letter and number), concept
(odd, even, vowel, and consonant), and response (left and right)
alternatives in the explicit cueing paradigm (Fig. 2 A). Switch costs
emerge from two features of the model. (i) Connections between
layers enable activated response and concept units to elicit activation of task-irrelevant units that compete with the task-relevant
units. (ii) After each trial, the baseline connection weights between
the task and the concept and response layers change based on a
simple learning rule that strengthens associations among mutually
active nodes (7). Thus, on switch trials, irrelevant associations are
prepotent relative to the task-relevant associations. This ‘‘priming’’
results in greater memory-induced conflict on switch relative to
repeat trials. Importantly, preparatory task control is modulated
through a gain term (30) that up-regulates the influence of the task
layer on the concept layer during the preparatory interval of a
switch trial. Because of this bias, relevant concept units come to
dominate the concept layer before target presentation. This acts
protectively to overcome switch-related conflict arising at target

Fig. 2. Results from Experiment 1 and CAM-TS simulations.
(A) CAM-TS consists of layers of task, conceptual, and response
units connected by feedforward and feedback associations.
The switch vs. repeat difference in conflict computed from the
model’s concept layer (red) declined over CSI, whereas the
difference in conflict computed from the response layer (blue)
roughly increased over increasing CSI. (B) Declines in RT switch
cost from Experiment 1 are plotted along with simulated costs
with and without control. (C) Simulated RT costs and RT switch
cost from Experiment 1 split by RR.
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1.5, P ⬎ 0.13]. Moreover, RCI did not significantly impact the
switch cost, when collapsed across CSI [F(3,69) ⫽ 1.4, P ⬎ 0.24].
Hence, the observed changes in RT slowing due to CSI primarily
reflect preparation-related declines, rather than passive decay. These
behavioral results informed evaluation of the CAM-TS model.

presentation (e.g., ref. 31). Critically, we conceptualize this control
process as directly analogous to that proposed for selection from
among retrieved competitors during memory retrieval tasks and
under short-term proactive interference (13–16) (see supporting
information for analysis).
Simulated behavior and conflict estimates. Simulated TS effects from
CAM-TS provided a strong fit to the behavioral results from
Experiment 1 (Fig. 2 B and C), with the simulated CSI-dependent
decline in the RT switch cost closely paralleling the empirically
derived decline (R ⫽ 0.96) and also the impact of RS-enhanced
proactive interference across CSI (R values ⬎ 0.97). Enhanced
conflict due to RR occurs because the irrelevant associations
formed on the previous trial are strongest for the previously
executed response pathway. In other words, the response itself is a
highly effective cue for the irrelevant task set.
Critically, although switching tasks may be accomplished without
up-regulation of control, there is no CSI-dependent decline in
simulated switch costs when up-regulation is absent (Fig. 2B; model
fit, R ⫽ 0.49).
As a source of interference, conflict emerges in CAM-TS due to
activation being spread over more competing units in a layer. A
quantifiable index of this conflict was computed as Hopfield energy
(32, 33) (Fig. 2 A). The computational properties of Hopfield
energy correspond to features of conflict (34), in that energy
increases exponentially with the numbers of units over which
activation is spread and with the strength of their mutually competitive activation levels. Energy is distinct from the overall level of
activation, however, because energy would be highest when multiple nodes are equally active (i.e., competing) but relatively low when
only one node is highly active (i.e., not competing).
Strikingly, in CAM-TS, switch-derived conflict in the concept
layer during a TS declines across CSI (Fig. 2 A). By contrast, the
response layer shows a generally increasing conflict function with
increasing CSI (Fig. 2 A). Further priming of the irrelevant pathway
due to RR also increases conflict values, but in this case, this conflict
increase is observed in both the conceptual and response layers.
These patterns emerge from the dynamics of CAM-TS. As noted
above, given bias and enough preparation time, the relevant concept units come to dominate the concept layer before target
presentation. When only relevant representations dominate, there
is less conflict, hence a lower conflict signal at longer CSIs. By
contrast, the more the two relevant conceptual representations
come to dominate, the more activation feeds forward to the
response layer and equates activation among these nodes before the
presentation of the target. Hence, conflict may get transiently
higher within the response layer with greater preparation before a
switch in the concept layer (although enhanced response conflict at
a long CSI never reaches the value of conflict in the concept layer
at a short CSI). These simulated levels of conflict provide quantitative predictions to guide fMRI analysis.
Experiment 2: VLPFC and Interference Resolution During TS. An
independent sample underwent fMRI while performing an
adapted version of the Experiment 1 paradigm (Fig. 1B). Again, a
CSI manipulation varied preparation time (250–1,150 ms), and RR
further varied interference. As in Experiment 1, TS incurred a RT
switch cost [F(1,9) ⫽ 82.8, P ⬍ 0.0001; Fig. 3]. This cost declined
linearly with increasing CSI [t(9) ⫽ 2.4, P ⬍ 0.05], and a residual cost
(105 ms) was evident after a 1,150-ms CSI [F(1,9) ⫽ 31.4, P ⬍ 0.0001].
Effects of preparation time. According to CAM-TS, conflict in the
conceptual layer is maximal at the shortest CSI. Switch vs. repeat
differences at the 250-ms CSI were reliable in left mid-VLPFC
(⬇BA 45; ⫺51 27 6), left posterior VLPFC (⬇BA 44兾6兾9; ⫺45 6 27),
left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (⬇BA 46; ⫺36 24 30) and along the
superior bank of the intraparietal sulcus bilaterally, inclusive of superior
parietal cortex (⬇BA 7兾40; ⫺36 ⫺54 51; 30, ⫺54 39; Fig. 4A).
Importantly, in region of interest (ROI) analyses, the only
region to show a CSI-dependent decline in the neural switch
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Fig. 3. Plots of RT and error rate from Experiment 2. (A) Depiction of
differences between switch and repeat trials as a function of RR (RS vs. RD). (B)
The linear decline in RT switch cost across CSI was reliable (P ⬍ 0.05), and there
was a trend for a decline in error rates [t(9) ⫽ 1.9, P ⫽ 0.08].

cost (switch ⬎ repeat) was mid-VLPFC [Fig. 4 A; TS ⫻ CSI:
F(3,27) ⫽ 3.8, P ⬍ 0.05]. The magnitude of the neural switch
cost was greater at the shortest (250 ms) relative to the longest
CSI [1,150 ms; F(1,9) ⫽ 7.8, P ⬍ 0.01]. The pattern of change
across CSI was reliably characterized by a monotonic decline
[t(9) ⫽ 2.5, P ⬍ 0.05]. In further support of our prediction that
this region would be sensitive to the level of interference from
retrieved conceptual representations, the neural switch cost in
left mid-VLPFC was reliably characterized by the CSIdependent decline in conf lict computed from the concept
layer of CAM-TS [t(9) ⫽ 2.7, P ⬍ 0.05; Fig. 4 A].
Caudal to mid-VLPFC, the posterior VLPFC region showing a neural switch cost, approximates what has been termed
the inferior frontal junction (35), a region that, together with
mid-VLPFC, has been consistently implicated in TS. However,
the magnitude of the neural switch cost in posterior VLPFC
across CSI was poorly fit by a monotonically declining function
[t(9) ⫽ 0.12, P ⫽ 0.9; Fig. 4 A], because the switch cost did not
differ between the shortest and longest CSIs [F ⬍ 1.0]. This
insensitivity to CSI reliably dissociated posterior VLPFC from
mid-VLPFC [t(9) ⫽ 2.6, P ⬍ 0.05].
Voxel-wise analysis of switch vs. repeat trials collapsed across CSI
further characterized the neural correlates of TS (Fig. 4B). In PFC,
greater activation on switch trials was observed in mid-VLPFC兾
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (⬇BA 45兾46; ⫺54 18 24; ⫺54 33 18;
⫺48 39 18) and posterior VLPFC (⬇BA 44; ⫺45 9 27), as well as
in SMA (⬇BA 8; 0 18 48). Neural switch costs were also evident in
left inferior (⬇BA 39兾40; ⫺33 ⫺63 42; ⫺51 ⫺33 48) and bilateral
superior parietal cortex (⬇BA 7; ⫺27 ⫺66 57; 16 ⫺63 60).
Again, the only region to show a CSI-dependent decline in the
neural switch cost was the anterior and dorsal extent of mid-VLPFC
(⫺54 33 18; Fig. 4B). ROI analysis revealed (i) that the neural
switch cost was greater at the shortest relative to the longest CSI
[F(1,9) ⫽ 4.0, P ⫽ 0.05], (ii) that the switch cost declined monotonically [t(9) ⫽ 2.7, P ⬍ 0.05], and (iii) that this decrease was
reliably characterized by the CAM-TS index of conceptual conflict
[t(9) ⫽ 2.8, P ⬍ 0.05].
In contrast to mid-VLPFC, the neural switch cost in inferior
parietal cortex (⫺51 ⫺33 48) tended to increase with longer CSIs,
although not reliably [t(9) ⬍ 1.0]. Qualitatively, this pattern appeared to correspond to the level of conflict arising in the Response
layer of CAM-TS, in that both showed a modest ramping response
(Fig. 4B), although the fit was unreliable when using the standard
calculation of conflict [t(9) ⫽ 1.4, P ⫽ 0.19]. However, motivated
by the recent hypothesis that inferior parietal neurons may accumulate evidence en route to response selection (36), we recomputed the level of conflict in CAM-TS using accumulated activation
in the response layer (for details, see supporting information). This
index of accumulated conflict fit the inferior parietal response
[t(9) ⫽ 2.9, P ⬍ 0.05; Fig. 4B].
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Fig. 4. fMRI results from Experiment 2. (A) Surface rendering of switch ⬎ repeat at the shortest CSI (250 ms). Plotted are neural switch costs across CSI from ROI analyses
of left mid-VLPFC (⫺51 27 6) and posterior VLPFC (⫺45 6 27). (B) The contrast of switch vs. repeat collapsed across CSI. Plotted are changes in neural switch cost from
ROIs in left mid-VLPFC (⫺54 33 18), inferior parietal cortex (⫺51 ⫺33 48), and SMA (0 18 48). Also depicted are linearly scaled conflict signals (dashed lines) from
conceptual (red) and response [blue (standard) and green (cumulative)] layers of CAM-TS. (C) Bar graphs depict enhancement of switch costs during RS vs. RD trials split
by switch (red bar) and repeat (green bar) from ROIs in left mid-VLPFC (⫺54 33 18), inferior parietal cortex (⫺51 ⫺33 48), and SMA (0 18 48).

Of central importance, the pattern over CSI in inferior parietal
cortex dissociated from the decreasing response in left mid-VLPFC
[t(9) ⫽ 3.0, P ⬍ 0.05]. Collectively, these data provide strong
evidence that mid-VLPFC is recruited in the face of switch-related
interference, with CAM-TS suggesting that mid-VLPFC may resolve interference at the conceptual level.
Effects of RR. Proactive interference was also modulated through the
manipulation of RR. According to CAM-TS, RR induces increased
conflict in multiple layers. Behaviorally, RR enhanced the RT
switch cost during fMRI [Fig. 3A; TS ⫻ RR: F(1,9) ⫽ 58.5, P ⬍
0.0001]. Neurally, a TS ⫻ RR interaction was marginally evident in
SMA [Fig. 4C; F(1,9) ⫽ 4.3, P ⫽ 0.06], reflecting the fact that the
effect of TS in SMA was entirely accounted for by RR-induced
interference: Switch was greater than Repeat on RS [F(1,9) ⫽ 9.0,
P ⬍ 0.05] but not RD trials (F ⬍ 1).
Indicative of RR interference and consistent with the conceptual
conflict signal in CAM-TS, planned contrasts also revealed that
activation in mid-VLPFC was greater for switch-RS than
switch-RD trials [F(1,9) ⫽ 5.2, P ⬍ 0.05]. However, in contrast to
SMA, neural switch costs on RD trials were also evident in
mid-VLPFC (Fig. 4C), activation in mid-VLPFC tended to dissociate
from that in SMA, as evidenced by a marginal region [mid-VLPFC兾
SMA] ⫻ RR ⫻ TS interaction [F(1,9) ⫽ 4.3, P ⫽ 0.06]. Finally,
qualitatively similar to mid-VLPFC, inferior parietal cortex showed a
marginal switch-RS vs. switch-RD difference [F(1,9) ⫽ 4.7, P ⫽ 0.06].
Conclusion
TS can be understood as an act of memory. Thus, the behavioral
and psychological consequences of TS can be understood in terms
of the structures, processes, and failures of memory. This proposition entails that the control processes contributing to TS are
indistinguishable from the control processes engaged to overcome
interference arising during other acts of memory. Accordingly, the
Badre and Wagner

neural mechanisms supporting interference resolution during
memory retrieval, such as those subserved by mid-VLPFC, are
central for successfully overcoming interference during a TS.
Our results strongly support these conclusions. In particular, we
demonstrate that a simple connectionist model deriving its RT
switch cost entirely from experience-dependent changes in its
associative structure accounts for switch costs through proactive
interference at both the conceptual and response levels and accomplishes preparation-related declines in the switch cost through
prospective, endogenous control. Strikingly, the model’s signature
of declining conflict among activated concepts after preparation
was characteristic of activity in left mid-VLPFC and dissociated this
region from other regions active during TS. Importantly, this
monotonic decline in mid-VLPFC did not simply track changes in
RT, because both the form of the decline and the lack of a residual
cost in mid-VLPFC differentiate these response profiles. Moreover,
inferior parietal cortex was associated with a ramping response over
CSI, a pattern qualitatively consistent with the increased conflict in
the response layer of CAM-TS at longer CSIs. A role for posterior
parietal cortex in processing response alternatives finds additional
support in the broader cognitive control literature (37, 38). A temporal
shift from mid-VLPFC (conceptual) to inferior parietal (response)
cortex may also parallel electroencephalogram evidence that TS is
accompanied by an early frontal component (⬇300–500 ms) followed
by a subsequent parietal component (⬇500–1,000 ms) (39–41).
It is important to note that, although the behavioral and neuroimaging results confirm the predictions derived from our memorybased model of TS, this does not preclude the possibility that other
models based on different assumptions could make similar quantitative predictions. However, such a model must account for
several empirical findings reported here that stand independent of
the validity of our specific theoretical framework: (i) the CSI-based
decline and the RR effect in mid-VLPFC, (ii) the dissociation of
PNAS 兩 May 2, 2006 兩 vol. 103 兩 no. 18 兩 7189

mid-VLPFC from sustained effects in posterior VLPFC and SMA,
and (iii) the dissociation of mid-VLPFC from the ramping function
in posterior parietal cortex.
This caveat notwithstanding, the present framework and supporting results are broadly appealing, because they provide a
potential theoretical reconciliation to the long-standing debate over
the origins of TS costs and the contribution of cognitive control to
prospectively switching tasks. CAM-TS is unique from other prominent frameworks (7, 42) in its exclusive reliance on learning-based
changes as a source of its switch cost, its locus of conflict in the
conceptual and response layers as opposed to the control layer, and
the intervention of control in reducing costs. CAM-TS assumes that
a considerable portion of switch costs is attributable to proactive
interference from retrieved irrelevant information. This is consistent with interference accounts of the switch cost and accounts that
minimize the direct contribution of control to the length of the
switch cost. However, our data also indicate that prospective
engagement of control processes that regulate memory may help
resolve interference, contributing to preparation-related declines.
In this respect, CAM-TS shares an active and strategic control
process with reconfiguration models.
A distinguishing feature of this synthesis is its potentially parsimonious account of the neuropsychological data on TS. Again,
control in CAM-TS reduces interference and facilitates retrieval
rather than enacts a TS. Consequently, the model predicts that in
this explicit cueing variant, TS can proceed without endogenous
control, although under such circumstances performance is more
vulnerable to interference (Fig. 2B). Lesion data indicate that
damage inclusive of left mid-VLPFC results in an enhanced switch
cost but neither prohibits the ability to switch tasks nor results in
perseveration (43). CAM-TS accurately predicts this pattern of enhanced cost but not perseveration after mid-VLPFC insult, a point that
may favorably distinguish the present model from a related connectionist framework designed to model asymmetric costs (7) or other
elegant mathematical models (42) that suggest minimal control.
Finally, the present work does not preclude the contributions of
additional control processes or interference effects during TS. A
process of goal setting is likely required in many TS contexts (3) and
may be associated with distinct regions of PFC, such as frontal polar
cortex (22). Furthermore, the unique effects in SMA and posterior
VLPFC, not directly accounted for by CAM-TS, point to the
multicomponent nature of TS. By contrast, it is of some interest that
the anterior cingulate cortex was not sensitive to conceptual or response-level conflict in this task, although this is not necessarily inconsistent with the broader literature on TS (44) or proactive interference
(45). Critically, however, the present computational framework and
neuroimaging evidence argue that one critical component for flexible
behavior is interference resolution by mid-VLPFC.
Methods
Subjects. Twenty-four right-handed native English speakers (16

female; ages 18–25 yrs) were remunerated $10 per hour for
participation in Experiment 1, and 13 right-handed native English
speakers (8 female; ages 18–25 yrs) were remunerated $50 for
participation in Experiment 2. Data from three subjects from
Experiment 2 (one female) were excluded before fMRI analysis
because of high nonresponse rates due to a difficulty with responding before the response deadline. Informed consent was obtained
as approved by the human subjects committees at Massachusetts
General Hospital, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and
Stanford University.
Experiment 1: Design and Procedure. Stimuli consisted of number–
letter pairs (e.g., ‘‘2b’’) presented centrally in 32-point Monaco font.
Pairs were constructed from a set of 10 letters, five consonants (‘‘p,’’
‘‘f,’’ ‘‘n,’’ ‘‘k,’’ ‘‘s’’), and five vowels (‘‘a,’’ ‘‘e,’’ ‘‘i,’’ ‘‘o,’’ ‘‘u’’), and a
set of 10 digits, five odd numbers (‘‘1,’’ ‘‘3,’’ ‘‘5,’’ ‘‘7,’’ ‘‘9’’), and five
7190 兩 www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.0509550103

even numbers (‘‘0,’’ ‘‘2,’’ ‘‘4,’’ ‘‘6,’’ ‘‘8’’). The number and letter
positions were counterbalanced across pairs (e.g., ‘‘2b’’ or ‘‘b2’’).
Subjects performed one of two categorization tasks (Fig. 1 A)
with each stimulus pair. In the number task, subjects categorized the
number as odd or even. In the letter task, subjects categorized the
letter as vowel or consonant. Categorization decisions for both tasks
were reported by using one of the same two buttons (left or right)
under the right hand.
During each block of the experiment, the number and letter tasks
were intermixed. An instruction cue (LETTER or NUMBER)
preceded the onset of each target stimulus (Fig. 1) and signaled the
task to be performed for that target. The trial terminated once a
response was made. The correct response could be the same as (RS)
or different from (RD) the response emitted on the previous trial.
The RCI varied among four values (50, 226, 506, or 950 ms) that
expanded logarithmically. Likewise, the CSI varied among four
values (50, 226, 506, or 950 ms, plus 200 ms for cue presentation).
To maximize our ability to detect switch-related declines (6), CSI
was blocked, and the order of blocks was fully counterbalanced
between subjects.
After four excluded warm-up trials, each CSI-defined block
consisted of 256 trials divided evenly among remaining experimental conditions. In addition, trials were counterbalanced for (i) the
match of the irrelevant flanker response to the correct response,
and (ii) whether the correct target position switched from the
previous trial.
All behavioral testing was conducted on a Macintosh G4 computer in a darkened testing room at Stanford University. Before
data collection, subjects received extensive training. Subjects continuously practiced one of the tasks (e.g., letter or number) alone
and then practiced the other task (e.g., number or letter). Then
subjects practiced switching between the tasks in four short blocks
at each CSI in experimental order.
Experiment 2: Design and Behavioral Procedures. Stimuli for the

fMRI experiment were identical to those used in Experiment 1. As
in Experiment 1, subjects performed either the number or letter
task (Fig. 1B), although making responses with their left hand.
Before fMRI data collection, subjects received extensive training:
(i) outside the scanner, subjects continuously performed the letter
task and then the number task, and (ii) subsequently, subjects
practiced switching between the tasks.
During fMRI scanning, the number and letter tasks were intermixed. An instruction cue preceded the onset of each stimulus (Fig.
1B) and signaled the upcoming task. During the CSI within a trial
and the intertrial interval (ITI) separating trials, a white fixation
cross was presented centrally (as a preparatory warning, the fixation
cross turned from white to red immediately before cue兾stimulus
presentation). To allow for estimation and deconvolution of the
hemodynamic response as a function of small changes in CSI
duration, trials were grouped into pairs of two task events (T-1 and
T-2), although to the subject, the experiment appeared as a
continuous stream of task events. The onset of the first task event
(T-1) in each pair followed a variable-duration null fixation period
(2–16 s) that followed the prior pair. To permit event-related fMRI
analyses, T-1 always required performance of the same task that
had just been performed (task repeat) during the T-2 phase in the
prior pair. Furthermore, the consonance of the T-1 manual response to the manual response emitted during the T-2 phase of the
prior pair (RD兾RS) and the target and flanker relationship within
T-1 were counterbalanced across experimental conditions at T-2.
The CSI duration for T-1 was fixed at 1,000 ms, and the ITI between
T-1 and the T-2 cue was always 50 ms.
The critical experimental variables were manipulated during T-2.
The task for T-2 was either a repeat or switch from that during T-1.
The T-2 manual response (left or right) was either the same as (RS)
or different from (RD) that required during T-1. Finally, the
duration of the CSI (inclusive of 200-ms task cue) for the T-2 event
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fMRI Acquisition and Analysis Procedures. Whole-brain imaging was

performed on a 3-T Siemens (Iselin, NJ) Trio MRI system.
Functional data were acquired by using a gradient-echo echoplanar pulse sequence [repetition time (TR) ⫽ 2 s, echo time (TE)
⫽ 30 ms, 21 axial slices, 3.125 ⫻ 3.125 ⫻ 5 mm, 1-mm interslice gap,
four runs ⫻ 756 volume acquisitions]. High-resolution T1-weighted
[magnetization prepared rapid gradient echo (MP-RAGE)] structural images were collected for anatomical visualization, during
which subjects practiced the tasks. Head motion was restricted by
using firm padding surrounding the head. Projected visual stimuli
were viewed through a mirror attached to the standard head coil.
Data were preprocessed by using SPM99 (Wellcome Department
of Cognitive Neurology, London). Functional images were corrected for differences in slice acquisition timing, followed by motion
correction (using sinc interpolation). Structural and functional data
were spatially normalized to a template based on the Montreal
Neurological Institute stereotactic space (46) using a 12-parameter
affine transformation along with a nonlinear transformation using
cosine basis functions. Images were resampled to 3-mm cubic voxels
and spatially smoothed with an 8-mm full-width-at-half-maximum
isotropic Gaussian kernel.
Statistical models were constructed by using SPM99 under the
assumptions of the general linear model. The units of analysis were
the task pairs described above (Fig. 1B). Because the T-1 phase of
each pair was counterbalanced across the T-2 conditions, the
unique contribution to the overall variance due to manipulations of
T-2 could be estimated. Epochs of 6 s, beginning at the onset of the
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T-1 cue, were used to model each pair; the 6-s epochs were
convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response function. Correct and incorrect trials were modeled separately, and subsequent
contrasts were restricted to correct trials. Effects were estimated by
using a subject-specific fixed-effects model, with session-specific
effects and low-frequency signal components treated as confounds.
Linear contrasts were used to obtain subject-specific estimates for
each effect. These estimates were entered into a second-level
analysis treating subjects as a random effect, using a one-sample t
test against a contrast value of zero at each voxel. Effects in the
whole-brain analysis were considered reliable to the extent that they
consisted of at least five contiguous voxels that exceeded an
uncorrected threshold of P ⬍ 0.001. For the purpose of additional
anatomical precision, group contrasts were also rendered on a
Montreal Neurological Institute canonical brain that underwent
cortical ‘‘inflation’’ using FREESURFER (CorTechs, Centreville, VA)
(47, 48) and the SPM SURFREND toolbox (written by I. Kahn,
Harvard University, Cambridge, MA).
The voxel-based contrasts were supplemented with ROI analyses
to further characterize the effects of CSI and interference (RS vs.
RD) in a priori expected regions, including mid-VLPFC. The ROI
analyses were performed by using a toolbox for use with SPM99
(written by R. Poldrack, University of California, Los Angeles).
ROIs included all significant (uncorrected P ⬍ 0.001) voxels within
a 6-mm radius of the chosen maximum. Deconvolution allowed
assessment of the signal change associated with each condition.
ROI analyses were performed on measures of integrated percent
signal change (peak ⫾ 2 TRs) subjected to repeated-measures
ANOVA. Finally, assessment of monotonic decay components over
CSI in ROIs was performed by estimating a logarithmic decay in the
switch vs. repeat difference for each subject individually and then
entering these estimates into a second-level analysis that treated
subject as a random variable, using a one-sample t test against a null
effect value of 0. Decay in RT cost was assessed similarly, except
that a linear rather than a logarithmic model was used, after residual
analysis revealed that the distribution of errors deviated from
normal. Likewise, convergence between the conflict output of the
computational model and fMRI signal was evaluated within subject, based on a linear predictive relationship.
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varied (250 s; 426, 706, or 1,150 ms). Target position was also
counterbalanced across T-1兾T-2 pairs. Collectively, this design
allowed for analysis of fMRI signal differences at T-2 according to
the critical factor manipulations (repeat vs. switch, RS vs. RD, and
CSI duration). For all events, a response deadline of 1,800 ms was
imposed. For the imaging analysis, a pair was considered incorrect
if a subject responded incorrectly or failed to respond before the
response deadline on T-1 and兾or T-2 within the pair. Analysis of RT
was restricted to the trials included in the imaging analysis; error analysis
was based only on T-2 events and did not depend on T-1 accuracy.
During fMRI scanning, subjects encountered 480 pairs of trials
across four scan epochs. Events were grouped into blocks of 30 pairs
on the basis of T-2 CSI duration. Subjects encountered a block of
each CSI duration during each scan epoch. Response mappings and
condition order were counterbalanced across subjects.

